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SOD-SPA
Sodrim a inetillic element symbol Na (Latin
Natnum) first obtained by Sir Humphry
Davy in 1807 from caustic soda by means
of fhe electric battery Its cMonde is common
salt the deposit0 of salt (eg in Cheshire
and at Stassfurt) have come into existence
through the dryin g up of inland seas Salt occurs
in sea water to the extent of about 3 per cent
+ht Dead Sea contains about 22 per cent The
blood of animals is maintained a* a level of about
0 C% odium chloride TLat there is sodium in
the sun s atmosphere was confirmed in 1869 by
Kirchhoff from his spectroscopic observations
liquid sodium metal has properties which, make
it suitable aa a coolant in t>ome nuclear reactors
A technique of handling this very relative
liquid lias hpd to be developed
Solar Batters one ol the innumerable devieet.
made possible by the development of emi
conducting materials notably germanium and
silicon This device creates an electric current
from light falling on it The current can be put
to use or scored in storage batteries Phe
energy of the current is derived from the
sunhght and the solar battery is thus in
energy converting apparatus Solar battenes have
provided power for the instruments in satellites
In London m 1960 a car (developed m the USA)
was demonstrated running on the power from
sunhrfit and soUr batteries
Solar Wind a continuous stream of electrically
charged particles Wowing outwards from the
sun supplemented from time to tune by intense
outbursts from particular regions of the sun s
surface The^e streams of protons and el°c
irons on encountering the earths magnetic
htld distort it and cause magnetic storms and
turorae
Soldering is ^ means of joining together two
pieces of material usu illy metals by meltmt a
third metal (the solder) into the joint The
solder solidifies m the pores of the other metals
and holds them together The materials to be
joined are not themselves melted so the tech
rnaue requires less teat than welding Solders
are alloys there are many kinds depending on
the materials to be joined and the strength of
joint desired See Welding
Solstice an astronomical term indicating the point
at which the sun is most distant from the
equator See Seasons, Section N
Soundings at sea, to determine depth at any point
have been taken In all seas and with consider
able accuracy A deep reading was that of the
OJMllenger expedition in 1873 near St Thomas s
in the North Atlantic when 3 875 fathoms were
sounded In 1851 ELM S Challenger recorded
the then maximum ocean depth in the Mananas
Trench (W Pacific) by echo sounding as between
6382 and 5,940 fathoms Another deep was
located m the S Pacific in 1962-53 of 5 814
fathoms m the Tonga Trench 180 miles S of
Tonga Tabu Since then even greater depths
have been recorded in the Marianas Trench and
the Mindanao Deep See Pacific Ocean
Southern Cross popular name of Crux a constella
tion of the (southern hemisphere consisting oi
four bright =tars in the form of a Latm cios^
It lias been called the pole star or the bouth and
is indispensable to seafarers.
South Sea Bubble, the name given to a. series of
financial projects which began with the forma
tton of the South Sea Company m 1711 and
ended nine years later in disaster after a mama
of speculation The idea behind the parent
scheme was that the state should sell certain
trading monopolies in the South seas in return
for a sum of money to pay off the National Debt
(which stood at £51 300 000 in 1719 when the
scheme started) The idea fascinated the
public fabulous profits being dreamt of and
the price of the stock rose out of all proportion
to the earnings of the Company Many dis
honest speculative ventures sprang up in imita
tion with the inevitable result that thousands
were ruined. All classes had joined in the
gamble and a Committee of Secrecy set up by
the House of Commons in Dec 1720 to tovesti
gate the affairs of the. Company proved that
there had been fraud and corruption on a
large scale m the affairs of the Company Sir
Bobeit Walpole who had been an, opponent of
tbe scheme from the outset dealt with the crisis
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Space Plight .The Soviet Dmon wis the first
country to launch a man into space and bring
him safely back to earth This epoch making
event tools place on April 12 1961 when Yuii
Gagann tragically Lolled in an air crash in 1968
circled the earth in a spaceship weighing about
4J tons It was launched by rocket in an
elliDtical orbit with greatest height 187 miles
and least 109 miles The inclination ot the
orbit to the equator was 65 deg 4 mm and
the period of revolution was 89 nun 6 sec
Since then the Eusoian Vostol cosmonauts
Titov (17 orbits) Nikolayev (64 orbits) Popo
vicb. (48 orbits) Bykovsky (81 orbits) Teresh
kova the first woman space traveller (18 orbits)
the VosThod cosmonauts Komarov Jeoktistov
•md Yetorov (16 orbits) Belyaev and Leonov
(17 orbits) the American Mercury astronauts
Glenn (3 orbits) Carpenter (3 oibits) &chirra (6
orbits) Cooper (22 orbits) the Gemim astro
nauts Gnssom and Young (3 orbits) McDivitt
and White (62 orbits) Coopei and Gonnd (120
oibits) Borman and Lovell (206 orbits) Schirra
and Staftord (15 orbits) Armstrong and Scott
(6 6 oibits) St^fiord and Cernan (44 orbits)
Young and Collins (43 orbits) Conrad and
Gordon (44 orbits) Lovell and Aldirn (60 orbits)
were among the first to complete successful
missions in space Leonov was the fiist to
perform the extra vehicular (EVA) experiment
(1965) le to leave an orbiting spaceship and
float freely in space Russia was the first to
achieve an automatic docking (link up) between
two unmanned spacecraft in oibital flight
(Oct 1967) and of two manned spacecraft
(Jan 1969) The American Ayollo mission was
accomplished when Armstrong and Aldrm
became the first men to set foot on the moon
This milestone to manned apace flight took
place on July 20 1969 See also Sputniks
Space Research
Space Besearcb. By space research we mean
scientific research work which can only be car
ned to otherwise inaccessible observing loca
tions by rocket propulsion Such propulsion
does not rely on the piesence of in atmosphere
to provide oxygen so that it is capable in
principle of conveying objects to unlimited
distances The subject, of space lesearch. is
therefore one which, is concerned with scientific
applications in vanous fields of a single nighly
specialised and powerful technique It is not a
single discipline but can provide data of great
importance for many such as the physics of the
earth the sun moon and other bodies of the
solar system astronomy geodesy and the study
of gravitation The pi ospect of investigating the
biological conditions on different planets such as
Mars and Venus ib also opened as well as that of
experimental biological studies under conditions
of zero gravity Although the results of many
aspects of space research are vital for those
concerned with the practical realisation of man
ned travel m space space research is> largely a
branch of pure science independent of any
applications which may stem f-oni it The
major technical pzoblenie involved m space
research are
 (a)	Launching oi the instrument contain
ing vehicle with the necessary velocity
 (b)	Guidance and control of the vehicle so
it pursues the desired path
 (c)	Tracking the vehicle to determine its
actual path and the position on the path at
anytime
 (d)	Transmission of the data recoided by
the instruments back to the earth
 (e)	Satisfactory operation of scientific in
struments in the environment within the
vehicle
(/) Provision oi adequate power supplies
to operate the equipment within the vehicle
for sufficiently long periods
It is important to distinguish three distinct
types of vehicle—the yeitical sounding rocket
the artificial earth satellite and the deep space
probe The track of a vertical sounding rocket
is mainly vertical and the whole path to the
highest point and back is traversed in a few
minutes only An earth satellite circulates in
an orbit round the earth m the same way as does
our natural satellite the moon If it approaches

